Year 3
21.1.2021
Morning Message
Wakey wakey Year Three – who’s got their thinking hats on, ready for another great day of
learning? (We’re pretty sure that’s all of you!) Only 2 days left of the week – who has plans for
the weekend already?
Remember to attend your class briefings at 9:30am and 2:50pm
If you don’t have a link, ask your adult to email
info@arkfranklinprimary.org.
Did you know... This day in history?
1976: Concorde (a turbo jet) took flight from Heathrow Airport, carrying people for travel
purposes for the first time!
Writing
Today is our penultimate (that means before our last) day of diary writing! What second
situation does Bill get himself into? Make sure to check back and edit your work too.
Watch Miss. Choudhry’s video here
Here is your Do Now and here is your box up plan

Reading
Today is Big Question day! This requires a little more thinking and
structuring of our written answers – we'd like to see at least 2 separate
points to evidence your thinking. Take your time with this!
Watch Miss. Choudhry’s video here for an example
Here is your reading text & here is your Do Now
Mathematics
Today we are looking at Subtracting Fractions, so make you remember to use all your
knowledge of number bonds to help you in this lesson: watch it here.
Your Independent task can be found here and your challenge is here.

Don’t forget to complete your daily Arithmetic sheet: you can find it here.

Year 3
21.1.2021
Foundation Subject
Computing
Today in computing you are going to experience a space simulation. This simulation allows you to explore
space. During the simulation, something goes wrong and your task is to save the stranded astronauts.
Watch the video for the lesson here

Good luck on your mission!

Music
You have been doing SUCH an amazing job learning “True Colours” year 3, we’ve nearly finished the song!
Here is Miss Webster to sing the 2nd verse with you. Be sure to keep those Seesaw videos coming!
Here are the lyrics

Here is the vocal track

Here is the backing track

Question for the day

What is your favourite memory of Year Three so far?
Share during your afternoon meeting 😊

Weekly Spellings

quarter

question
sentence

recent
separate

regular
special

reign remember
straight

Can you say out loud the meaning of each word?

